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Across
2. Drink fluids regularly. Avoid ____ and alcohol, 

both of which will increase the chances of dehydration.

5. ______ tends to come on suddenly and is marked 

by a fever, headache, muscle aches, fatigue, dry 

cough, sore throat, and runny or stuffy nose.

8. When walking on a slick surface, you should walk 

like a ________.

9. Break _____ to avoid skidding.

10. ______ is a slushy form of water that's 

semi-frozen by the time it reaches the earth.

11. _____ symptoms tend to be less severe and don't 

generally include fevers or muscle aches.

16. According to the Guinness World Records, in 

1887 a snowflake ____ inches wide fell in Montana.

19. "Life threatening conditions - avoid all travel" is 

_________ __________

21. Cover your mouth with a scarf to protect your 

______.

22. The snowiest city on earth is in _______

24. ______ _________ was the first to record Frosty 

the Snowman

26. Most weather-related crashes in the U.S. happen 

on wet pavement and during ____.

27. A sign of _____ is skin that appears waxy, is cold 

to the touch, or is discolored.

31. If you are stranded in a car, make sure that snow 

is not blocking the _____ pipe.

32. Winter driving: clean off your car __________.

33. Winter driving: slow down before intersections, 

off-rams, bridges or shady spots because of _____ 

_______.

Down
1. _____ ____-related deaths are highest during 

colder months.

3. The highest grossing animated musical of all time 

is ________.

4. The earth is _____ to the sun during the winter.

6. The only insect that migrates to a warmer climate 

2500 miles away each year is _____.

7. In cold weather, _______ may quickly become life 

threatening.

12. Winter driving: __________ tend to freeze first.

13. ____ = 35.74 + 0.6215T – 35.75(V^0.16) + 

0.4275T(V^0.16).

14. Cold weather puts a strain on your ____, even 

without exercise.

15. Use ______ gears to keep traction, especially on 

hills.

17. Prelude's landlines have a short _______ backup 

that can be used when we have an electrical outage.

18. All snowflakes have _____ sides.

20. An inch of rain in the summer equals about ___ 

inches of snow in the colder months.

23. The ______ day after a snowstorm carries more 

risk to drivers for serious accidents than other snow 

days.

25. When there is 3-6" snow or a mix of winter 

precipitation, a Winter Weather _______ is issued.

28. Winter Wonderland lyrics: Gone away is the 

_________

29. About ____% of the earth's land surface is 

covered in snow and ice.

30. Frosty the snowman had a nose made out of 

____.


